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Introduction to Search Engine Optimization

Search Engine Optimization is the process of improving the volume and quality of traffic
to a website or blog from search engines via “natural” or "organic search results for
targeted keywords. These search results are referred to as SERPS, or Search Engine
Result Pages.

The higher your sites "rank" in the SERPS the more traffic you will gain from those
people searching for those keywords. Note: the amount of searchers depends on the
particular keywords, it is crucial to do comprehensive niche and keyword research, to look for
keywords that have a large enough amount of monthly searches to be profitable, learn more at
Step-By-Step Niche and Keyword Research.

Obviously a website that is buried on page 5 will get little exposure and no search engine
traffic, conversely, the earlier a site is presented in the search results for respective
keywords or the higher it “ranks” the more searchers will visit that site. The goal of any
SEO campaign is of course, Page 1, in the first few positions, preferably position #1.

Overall SEO is all about keywords,and targeting them in two ways, On-site and Off-site.
Off-site SEO is building backlinks to your sites from other relevant sites with your
keywords in the anchor text. Learn more at my posts: 13 Ways To Link Building,
Link Building Basics & The Importance of Anchor Text in Backlinks.

On-site SEO
On-site SEO is simply the process of optimizing your website and blog pages for the
keywords that you want to rank for to provide the search engines with as much
relevancy to those keywords. A solid combination of On-Site and Off-Site SEO is needed
to rank high in the SERPS.

http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/2008/06/step-by-step-niche-and-keywords-research/
http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/2008/06/11-ways-to-link-building-that-also-increase-web-traffic/
http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/2008/06/are-you-pulling-enough-link-juice-link-building-basics/
http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/2008/06/the-importance-of-anchor-text-in-backlinks/
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1. Meta Tags

Meta Tags or Title Tags are important to customize for your home page AND each inner
page of your website/blog.

Meta Tags are HTML codes that are inserted into the header on a web page. Meta Tags
basically describe the website and give search engines a glimpse as to what your website
is about. Fortunately, most good website builders allow you to fill in the Meta
information in English and the Meta tag is created automatically in HTML.

The Meta Tag is also the Title Tag of the site or in code <h1> which gives a lot of
relevancy to Google of what your site is about, so it is crucial that the keywords are in it.

Here is how the code looks in HTML:

<HEAD>
<TITLE>Title</TITLE>
<META name=”DESCRIPTION” content=”The text you want goes here.”>
<META name=”KEYWORDS” content=”Keyword 1, Keyword 2, Keyword 3”>
</HEAD>

Another important benefit of Meta Tags is in allowing you control of how your website
presents in search results for the attributes within Meta Tags of Title and Description.
This way you have every opportunity to create interesting, relevant and clickable titles
and descriptions that can greatly help your Internet marketing efforts.
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DO NOT leave this to chance, if you do, the search engines will probably just pull the
first lines of text on that web page and that is what will show up in the SERPS.

Meta Tag Optimization Attributes:

A. Meta Title - By far the most important tag is the title <h1> tag and it must have your
keywords, and the keywords should be at the beginning of the title.

Also the title should be interesting because this is what searchers will see in the results
and so you want the titles to be eye-catching, clickable and most important to the point!
Be direct, searchers are looking for something specific, so give it to them.

Meta Title vs. On-Page Title

On Page Title is the one the visitor sees on your page, such as the title of a blog post or
inner web page. The Meta Title is the title in the Meta Tags that the search engines will
look to for the SERPS. The Meta Title is the one that shows up in your web browser tabs
as shown in the image below.

So, you can make the title the visitor sees longer and more detailed if you wish, while
still including your keywords, but the Meta title can be shortened to comply with Meta
Tag character standards and to zone in on keywords, but make sure it is still attractive to
get the click from searchers.

2.

Meta Description - Description should be no more than 165 characters. The
description should include your keywords at the beginning and elaborate on what you
offer. Once again, this is your chance to get a click-through, be precise and get to the
point of what you are offering as related to your title keywords. Make it eye-catching and
interesting.

3. Meta Keywords - Least important because whatever keyword you want to rank for
and have Google relate to your site to is best achieved through keyword density within
content and backlink anchor text. However, there are some search engines that do crawl

http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/2008/06/the-importance-of-anchor-text-in-backlinks/
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and utilize your keywords in the Meta Tags and you should still add them as suggestions
for Google, it can’t hurt.

Meta Tag Generator Tools

Static Websites - As I stated before, many website builders will have the Meta Tags
area where you can enter your information in English and have the HTML code
automatically generated for you. You can also check out Meta Tag Builder and Site-Up
MetaTags.

Wordpress - If you are using Wordpress software then download the All-In-One SEO
Pack plugin which is the best tool for customizing Meta Tags for the home page and each
sub page and post page of your blog.

2. Image Alt Tags

Your images should be described via ALT tags with the keywords you are targeting. The
search engines cannot read images when they crawl your site and so the title tag is
essential in relating your images with the keywords you are targeting.

Image Alt Tag Example:

<img src=”http://wwww.real estate.com/keywords.jpeg” alt=”Keywords” />

3. Sitemap

Sitemaps are essential to present the organization of your site to search engines and it
allows them to find and index all your internal pages. The sitemap presents the complete
internal structure of your website and gives search engines instant access to all the pages
within it. Without a sitemap you are leaving it upto to the search engines to discover all
the pages of your site on their own. The usual protocol for sitemaps accepted by all
search engines and especially Google is XML.

Static Websites - Most website software will have sitemap capability built in and will
auto generate it once you add all your content. Make sure to also link to the sitemap
from your home page as it also helps your visitors navigate your site. Also, check out this
long list of free tools to create XML sitemaps (scroll to the bottom of the page to see
list): Free XML Sitemap Tools.

Wordpress Blogs - There are two plugins that will create your sitemaps and then
update them automatically as you add content.

Google XML Sitemap Plugin  - This one is for the search engines to have access to and
index all the pages of your blog and its content.

Dagon Sitemap Plugin  - This one is for visitors and not for the search engines. It is

http://vancouver-webpages.com/META/mk-metas.html
http://www.siteup.com/meta.html
http://www.siteup.com/meta.html
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/all-in-one-seo-pack/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/all-in-one-seo-pack/
http://script.wareseeker.com/PHP/simple-google-sitemap-generator.zip/17543
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/google-sitemap-generator/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/sitemap-generator/
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highly customizible. Link to this sitemap from your home pages as it really helps your
visitors navigate your site, this is especially important for blogs since navigation can be
difficult.

Contrary to the myth, of which there are many unfortunately in this business, you do
not have to wait for Google to crawl your site on it's own. You can and should submit
your url when your site is ready, in fact Google asks you to. Create an account at Google
Webmaster Tools and submit your sitemap from within your account and then wait to
be indexed, meanwhile go build some links!    

4. Robots.txt

This file allows for control of how the search engines crawl and index your site. For
example, you do not want the search engines to crawl or index admin pages, scripts or
theme sections of your website. Also, to avoid duplicate content issues, you want to deny
the search engines access to duplicate pages within your site, like print versions of sub
pages.

What you allow and disallow the search engines to crawl on your site is an individual
decision. Learn all about about customizing your robots.txt files at: Robots Txt Org.

5. Domain and Keywords

I strongly recommend that you have your keywords in the domain you choose for your
site as this makes ranking a lot easier. You can still rank without the keywords, but you
will need to compensate with a lot more backlinks.

6.   Home Page SEO

Site title - You should have your site-wide main keywords in the title of your site. For
example, if the main keyword is real estate then the title can be “Real Estate World”,
“Real Estate Made Easy” or “Real Estate Concepts” etc.

This will also greatly help when you work on your Off-Site SEO link building because
when other sites link to you they will likely use your site name in the anchor text.

Home Page Keyword Density - Main keywords should appear at least 6 or 7 times
throughout the home page.

For example, in the Site Title, Meta Title, Headline, Welcome Message, Footer and in the
site navigation in the inner pages links.

https://www.google.com/accounts/ServiceLogin?service=sitemaps&passive=true&nui=1&continue=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fwebmasters%2Ftools%2Fdashboard&followup=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fwebmasters%2Ftools%2Fdashboard&hl=en
https://www.google.com/accounts/ServiceLogin?service=sitemaps&passive=true&nui=1&continue=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fwebmasters%2Ftools%2Fdashboard&followup=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fwebmasters%2Ftools%2Fdashboard&hl=en
http://www.robotstxt.org/robotstxt.html
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Footer Link - Link back to your home page with your main keywords in the footer, and
of course the site name should appear in the footer, for example in the copyright
message, © Real Estate Concepts.

Affiliate Links - It is not a great idea to have lots of affiliate links on the home page. It
is better to write a nice long keyword optimized welcome message and other written
content. In my experience sites that have lots of affiliate links on the home page do not
rank well, if at all.

It is also important to catch your visitors with intriguing landing pages, it is your chance
to make a positive first impression and the only chance to get the visitor to stick around
and browse your site, learn more at: Landing Pages - Headlines and Welcomes and
What is Your Landing Page Doing?

Do not stop at ranking your home page, learn how to dominate the SERPS with all your
inner blog and website pages at: Website Traffic that Converts - Are You Missing Out?

7. Inner Pages and Website Content

Written Content. Original keyword optimized written content is very important in the
ranking of your website. Thin websites with nothing but affiliate links do not do well in
Google.

Google says, "One of the most important steps in improving your site’s ranking in
Google search results is to ensure that it contains plenty of rich information that
includes relevant keywords, used appropriately, that indicate the subject matter of your
content."

I have written a detailed post at my blog Internet Marketing Strategies that will give you
lots of ideas on content for your websites at: 16 Website Content Ideas.

Guidelines for Written Inner Page Content:

At least 5 inner pages (preferably more) of main site-wide keyword optimized original
written content with at least four or five paragraphs and at least 400 words. 

Always use keywords in on-page titles. Use the h1 tags for those titles. Tags like h1,
h2, h3 place place significant weight on the words that have them and so help to give
relevancy of that page for your keywords for ranking. h1 tag should alwasy be used
for the page title. 

Add sub headers that include your keywords within the content for new paragraphs,
use additional title tags for the sub headers.  

 h1 - most important; h2 - second in importance; h3 - third in importance;
h4 - fourth in importance

http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/2008/07/what-is-your-landing-page-doing-headlines-and-welcomes-part-2-of-4/
http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/2008/07/what-is-your-landing-page-doing/
http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/2008/12/website-traffic-that-converts-are-you-missing-out/
http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/
http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/2008/10/affiliate-marketing-16-website-content-ideas/
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Examples:
How to Buy Real Estate - Main page title (h1)

           How to Buy Real Estate in Michigan - Sub header paragraph title (h2 or h3)
How To Buy Real Estate Checklist (h4)

           How to Buy Cheap Real Estate - Sub Header paragraph title (h2 or h3)

5% - 7% keyword density per page - Keyword density is crucial for search engine      
optimization. 6% is excellent and will not risk a spam flag. This means that if you
have a content page with 500 words then 30 of them should be the keyword your are
trying to rank for on that page.

Have keywords in the first paragraph, middle and the last sentence.

Bold the keywords a few times and especially in the last couple of sentences.

Customize Meta Tags for each inner page.

Permalinks - Inner-page url’s must have that pages keywords in it and without alot
of characters, use dashes between the keywords.

Example: www.domain.com/how-to-buy-real-estate.

8. Internal Link Building Within Content

Having a deep internal linking strategy on your websites and blogs is very important. It
not only greatly increases the time that visitors spend on your pages thereby decreasing
the bounce rate, it also enhances On-Site SEO by giving more relativity to your home
and inner pages for the keywords you want to rank for.

Internal Link Building is when you link back to your own home page within your
site’s content with the keywords you are targeting and want to rank for in the anchor
text.

For example, if I want my blog, Internet Marketing Strategies    to rank for the keyword
Internet Marketing I will add a link back my home page when the keyword Internet
Marketing appears within the content on my site.

Deep Link - Internal Link Building is the same concept except you link back to
inner-pages on your website with respective keywords for those pages as the anchor text.

A deep link example: The keyword for my post 144 Do-Follow Forums Listed by Niche is
Do-Follow Forums, so I will link back to that content page on other content pages in my
site where the words Do-Follow Forums appear within the content website page, this
provides for a deep website, as well as offers your visitors more places to visit on your
site.

http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/
http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/
http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/2008/11/do-follow-forums/
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Internal Link Building:

You don’t have to add the same link every time that keyword appears on a page, but at
least once or twice is good.

Also, you do not have to just use naturally occuring keyword links for internal link
building. You can add lists of links with the appropriate keyword anchor text at the end
of any website page, this provides for a deep website, as well as offers your visitors more
places to visit on your site.
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Conclusion
That is it! Did you survive? Believe me if you are new to this it may seem like a lot, but
once you do it a few times it really becomes second nature. It is very important to
perform these steps as search engine traffic is the best converting traffic you can get!

If you liked this guide please subscribe to my blog feeds as I regularly update and
provide lots of step-by-step and useful guides.

Get Updates via Email or RSS Readers   

Good luck in all your ventures and make sure to contact me at my blog   Internet
Marketing Strategies should you have any questions or if I can help you in some way.

To All Our Success,
JR

http://feeds.feedburner.com/JrsInternetMarketingStrategies
http://feeds.feedburner.com/JrsInternetMarketingStrategies
http://feeds.feedburner.com/JrsInternetMarketingStrategies
http://feeds.feedburner.com/JrsInternetMarketingStrategies
http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/
http://getinternetmarketingstrategies.com/

